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Offers new boats, guns, aircraft, drones, and other pieces of equipment to provide more options
for all shadowrunners. • Brings several pieces of equipment from previous editions of the game
into the current edition, giving players a chance to use equipment they have enjoyed for years. •
Presents both game statistics and in-game flavor text for each piece of equipment, helping
players understand how to use the equipment and how it fits in to the Sixth World setting. •
Provides a large, full-color illustration for each and every piece of equipment, along with labels
highlighting some of the more notable features. • Offers new game rules to help gamemasters
integrate some of the older equipment into the current edition. • Incorporates new commentary
for many items highlighting different aspects of several pieces of equipment and how they are
used. PDF-only line of products, including This Old Drone, MilSpecTech, Deadly Waves, Gun
Haven, and Unfriendly Skies in their entirety. The book provides a wealth of vehicles, weapons,
and drones for Shadowrun players. In addition, new equipment has been added for the print
version, and this equipment will not be released in PDF format.

About the AuthorA game designer for the last seven years, David Eckelberry currently works in
the R&D department at Wizards of the Coast, Inc. developing trading card and roleplaying
games. HeÕs worked on products in the Dungeons & Dragons, Star Wars®, Alternity®, and
Chainmail® lines.Rich Redman is a game designer in the Wizards of the Coast R&D
department. His most recent credits include Defenders of the Faith and Monster Manual
II.Jennifer Clarke Wilkes has edited game products for Wizards of the Coast, Inc. since 1995.
Most recently she has been an editor and developer for the Chainmail miniatures game.
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Jetpack, “I love gear. Picking up this book really reminded me how much I like to read about
stuff. New guns. New drones. New vehicles. New planes. Though, new subs and ships did
leave me in a meh mood.This combines the PDF releases of Gun Haven, MilSpecTech, This Old
Drone, Unfriendly Skies and Deadly Waves. Keep that in mind if you bought any of those. For
the discounted Amazon price, very much worth it to me to be able to buy the hardcover. Also
led me to pick up the 2074 version.”

Steven Henry, “the format has never been better nor has the artwork. Who cares if some of the
stuff has already seen print, the format has never been better nor has the artwork. All kinds of
stuff for runners to play with.....2074 is even better.”

KL, “Excellent. Arrived early, and wrapped in plastic. Book was in excellent, new condition. Great
addition of gear to accompany the Core Rule book, and my GM is letting us pick gear from it.
Would order from them again.”

caproberts, “A Must Have. If you GM Shadowrun or play it, you must have this book. No matter
how little or how much you pay for it, it is worth it.”

Joe Bouchard, “Solid Sourcebook. While this book is just a compliation of several PDF-only
releases, the book is well worth the value if you haven't invested in the PDFs. If you have, there
may not be enough "new material" to warrant the cost. Some of the listings are a bit special in
nature, and may not apply to all campaigns (sub-orbital flights, large boats, small artillery
vehicles, etc.), it's nice to have these materials available if they do come up, and especially if you
think they will play a part in your campaign.”

Thomas Chauvel, “Book is of a very high quality. The information included in this book could be
a little more detailed, but it contains a lot of cool toys for runners to use (or get chased by). The
high quality pictures are a nice detail.  The book arrived in perfect condition and very quickly.”

The book by International Code Council has a rating of 5 out of 4.3. 14 people have provided
feedback.
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